
Technology Solutions Business for Sale Brisbane
 

For Sale
Location: Brisbane
Asking: $30,000 + SAV
Type: Communications/Technology

Contact:
Ian Jones
0402 111 500 or 1300 276 537

aubizbuysell.com.au/60762

Business Brokers Network
Australia
Broker Ref: bbne-sbus1532 

The Digital Revolution is here Great Opportunity
ENQUIRE NOW! - MBB
Are you looking for an Innovative Business with low costs and massive growth potential? RE-SELLER
OPPORTUNTIES FOR INNOVATIVE, LOW COST DIGITAL PRODUCT AVAILABLE FOR APPROVED PERSONS.

This innovative and profitable business opportunity includes $60,000 of stock (retail value) and
specialises in providing digital technology solutions to the huge and growing business market. The
provider is as an innovative leader in the digital business and data card sector internationally and is
focused on the delivery of real-time portable technology that enables people, businesses and
organizations to connect their personal identity with anyone, anywhere in the world and to conduct
business with them, all from a single platform.

Who are potential clients? Just imagine how big the opportunity is, when you consider that an ideal
client would any individual, business, company or organization that has a business card, website or
social media account. 

In a world where instant information sharing is common place, the product integrates seamlessly with
cross platform instant messaging applications such as SMS, Email and WhatsApp to expand and grow
corporate and personal identity branding and connectivity. The platform also promotes and
compliments other identity branding and connectivity platforms such as personal and corporate
websites and social media applications such as Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter, Instagram and many
more. 

About the opportunity: 
Re-Sellers are independent business owners not franchisees. They are self-motivated, sales orientated
and have a passion to be involved in delivering clients a low cost but transformational business
solution. You will be part of the current technology and innovation boom sweeping Australia and the
world! 
Experience with technology isn\'t necessary as full training and support will be provided however it is
important that you have a sales focus and are focused on delivering a low cost, quality service and
product to your clients. Arguably one of Australia\'s most exciting low cost business opportunities; No
experience needed - training & support provided.

If you are interested in finding out more about this quality opportunity, please visit
www.merchantbrokers.com.au to register your interest, alternatively call Ian Jones on 0402 111 500. 

Enquire online at: aubizbuysell.com.au/60762
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